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Presentation procedure - Introducing visual aids ... - Wooskills

VOCABULARY 8 - 10 min. Read the description and match them with each diagram type. a. is used to illustrate visually outline ideas and information. b. is a tool ... 
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Age group Level Time needed Learning objective(s) Key skills



Adults 1.5 - 2.0 50 - 55 min Presentation Procedure: Introducing Visual graphics. Vocabulary & speaking



BUSINESS ENGLISH PRESENTATION PROCEDURE 08 INTRODUCING VISUAL AIDS: DESCRIBING A GRAPHIC 01



IN CONTEXT 3-5 min What type of graph are they? 1. Area graph or chart 3. Bar graph or chart



2. Pie chart or chart 4. Radar graph or chart
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5. Line graph or chart
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VOCABULARY 8 - 10 min Read the description and match them with each diagram type. a. is used to illustrate visually outline ideas and information. b. is a tool to choose between several courses of action that uses a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their possible consequences. c. They show the relationship between two, three or four groups of information. d. show how steps in a process fit together. e. They are diagrams that show all possible logical relations between a collection of sets (aggregation of things). f. is a tool that helps identify, sort, and display possible causes of a specific problem 1 Matrix diagrams :



«««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««



2. Venn diagram or set diagrams:



«««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««



3. Flow diagram or chart



«««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««



4. Decision Tree :



«««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««



5. Cause-and-effect diagram «««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««



6. Mind map «««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««



Which diagram type did you describe in a presentation ? What was the presentation about? What did the diagram(s) describe ?



There are also : Gantt chart is a type of bar chart that illustrates a project schedule. Team chart is much like an Organization Chart in that it is arranged according to hierarchy or



class structure. However, a (Project) Team Chart is specific to a project rather than a hierarchical map of an entire company.



Which one is a team chart or a Gantt Chart ? $««««««««««



%«««««««««««««



What idea is best represented through these grahics ? 1. A process ² 2. Targeting a market ² 3. Roles and responsibilities 4. Decision making ² 5. Product positioning Powerful business graphics for common ideas



(Source: http://www.smartdraw.com)



Here are some ideas that you can communicate more effectively with a graphic. 1. Marketing a. ««««««««««« with Matrix diagrams b. ««««««««««« with a Venn diagram 2. Business Strategy a. Presenting a ««««««««« with a flow diagram b. «««««««««process with a decision tree c. Problem analysis with a cause-and-effect diagram d. Presenting ideas with a mind map e. Organization structure with an org chart 3. Project Management a. Presenting a project timeline b. Project roadmaps with a Gantt chart c. «««««««««««with a team chart



DESCRIBING A GRAPHIC/DIAGRAM 12 - 15 min PART ONE 1. Describing a trend



2. Making comments ADJECTIVES + NOUNS uneven
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VERBS + ADVERBS to lift to increase



Ï



to fall to rise to decline to decrease to fluctuate to dip to go up to collapse to escalate



Ð



steadily slightly dramatically rapidly suddenly slowly constantly sharply steeply



to plummet to plunk to boost



steady



VERBS to remain (stable) to soar to weaken to recover to keep (constant, steady) to hit a low to slump



Î



a) Draw an horizontal arrow Îfor verbs or nouns meaning « stable », a vertical arrow going up Ïmeaning "upward" or Ðmeaning "downward" or a N/A for "Not applicable" b) Describe this graphic expressing the same idea 3 different ways using the vocabulary above from the 3 tables. Table 1. Describing an evolution 1. 1.««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« 2. ««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« 3. ««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« Table 2 Making comments 4. ««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« 5. ««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« 6. «««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««



PART TWO 3. Presenting a diagram / chart / graphic : Connecting ideas USE



PHRASES



Introducing / Explaining



x /HW·VQRZORRNDWWKLVGLDJUDPJUDSKLFJUDSK / chart) showing x First let me quickly explain x The visual demonstrates you x As you can see this diagram display x You can see that the different (colors/sections/segment) have been used to illustrate x I d like to start drawing your attention to x What I d like to point out here x I think you ll be (not) surprised to see x I d like to focus your attention on x Let s look more closely at x Pay close attention to x Since x As + subject + verb x Because x Because of x On account of + noun x Due to x For this reason x Therefore x So that + subject + verb x Thus x As a result, x In order to + basic verb form



visuals



Highlight information



Cause



Effect



Rewrite the sentences 1. Then / will /pick up / for / rest of the year / the / profits / rapidly 2. In / slightly / costs / decrease / next few years / will / the 3. year / Costs / been / rapidly / rising / last / has 4. I / profits / will / for / next two months /think / the / drop 5. Profits / have / for / remained / last / six months / the / steady



READING Complete the phrases with the vocabulary from the previous table. More than one answer is possible Presenting the decision tree diagram : 1. ««««««««««««««««LVWKDW developping a new product generate a greater benefit of $270,400 2. .«««««««««««« the possible benefit of developing a new product or consolidate one. 3. The choice is evident. a««««««««« both product consolidation strategies bring a lower financial gain. b«««««««««««, believe developping a product is an advantage. 4««««««««JDLQWKHKLJKHVWILQDQFLDO return only one solution is clear developping thoroughly our product. «««««««««««WKHQXPEHUVVSHDNIRU themslelve, I strongly recommend to start working on creating a new product.



LISTENING 5 ² 8 min 1. Before listening : The graph presentation you will hear is about DSI (days of sales in inventory). It is a financial measure of a company performance giving an idea how long it takes a company to turn its inventory into sales. Ususally the lower DSI the better. Note that the average DSI from one industry to another varies. To calculate it : DSI =



Inventory x365 Cost of sales



2. Listen and complete the graphic.
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QUIZ 8 ² 10 min Match. Area graph ² Radar chart ² Line graph ² Bar graph ² Pie chart 100 80 60 40 20 0
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Complete the description. Use the correct verb form. drop ² soar - pick ² remain the same - rose sharply ² stabilized- level out Crude oil, avg, spot price* chart in U.S. dollars (USD-$) per barrel *Spot price (financial trem) : the current price of a commodity.



This graph illustrates the price in US dollars per barrel of crude oil from 1960 to 2012. In the sixties the price 1)_______ at 1.2 usd. The next decade, the price 2)______ ______ at first and 3)________. From the mid 70s, it 4) _________ to reach about 30 usd and there was a 5)________ till the mid 80s. From that period and for about 20 years the price 6)_____ between 13 and 24 usd. After the price 7)__________ untill 2012 eacept for a sudden 8)_________ in 2011.



Match the diagram with its use 1. Positioning 2. Cause of an issue 3. Classifying and logical relation between a set of information 4. Visual representation bewteen ideas and information 5. Illustration of several course of action and its consequences
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Presentation procedure - Introducing visual aids ... - Wooskills 

Learning objective(s) Presentation Procedure: Introducing Visual graphics. Key skills. Vocabulary & speaking. 0. 50. 100. 1st Qtr. 2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr. East.
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Presentation Procedure - Signposting - Wooskills 

BUSINESS ENGLISH. PRESENTATION PROCEDURE 07. SIGNPOSTING .... making your voice and message heard is crucial for crystal clear communication.
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Presentation Procedure 

For instance, the most famous American speech is the Gettysburg. Address* with 278 ... back to this point? Answers: h. reformulating, i. alternative, j. concession, k. underlying, referring backward/forward, ... 6. QUIZ LOC-P7-02-Q 5- 8 min ... Some 
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AIDS 

Andriy Klepikov, Alliance for Public Health (Ukraine). 13:00â€“14:30 Droits des femmes: rÃ©aliser l'Ã©galitÃ©. Les droits des femmes doivent Ãªtre une composante ...
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AIDS 

AIDS 2016. Village. International. Cabine NumÃ©ro. 618. DROITS HUMAINS SIDA 2016 ET. ZONE DE RÃ‰SEAUTAGE VIH/SIDA. DÃ©fiez vos connaissances.
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AIDS 

hoped to be an engine of stability and prosperity for West Africa and the ... Russia, a nuclear power already beset by a failing public health system, collapsing.
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aids to survival - My80isfantastic 

water should only be drunk after it has been purified. .... Crystals or Iodine. .... sparingly, keeping in mind that it is better to have one meal a day than to nibble small ..... sweet tasting crusty particles can be eaten or dissolved in water as a
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aircraft rigging aids 

the wing incidence tool rest on parts that you know are fairly ... such tools very easily and quickly so that you can ... and a practical engineer, par excel- lence, in ...
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Adverbs - Wooskills 

Some adverbs are made up of one word and a suffix. Examples: Suffix 'wise': clockwise, likewise, otherwiseâ€¦ Suffix 'wards': towards, forwards, backwardsâ€¦
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Determiners - Wooskills 

articles a, an, the the book demonstrative adjectives this, that, these, those ... b. to help define nouns, in terms of specificity (definite or indefinite), number,.
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Demonstratives - Wooskills 

A demonstrative is a word used to show something. What you show can be near or far from you. It can be singular or plural. There are four demonstratives:.
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Vocabulary - Wooskills 

Examples: Can I have some French Fries? Can I have some milk? Can I have a glass of milk? Can I have some ice cream? Can I have a scoop of ice cream?
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Sorry??? - Wooskills 

Stating you can't understand. Asking for clarification. I didn't catch that. I didn't understand. I don't understand. I'm sorry? Excuse me? Could you repeat, please?
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Possessive Pronouns - Wooskills 

I live my life and he lives ______. (his/its). 5. We deal with our problems and they deal with ______. (hers/theirs). 6. I have never seen this jacket, it is not ______ ...
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Interrogative Pronouns - Wooskills 

Interrogative pronouns can also be used as other parts of speech, such as ... 1) You should use 'who' in your question if you can answer with the pronoun ______. ... Quiz. 10 min. True or False? 1. Interrogative pronouns are used to ask ...
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procedure 

Jul 4, 2008 - The 2.5L Duratec-ST (VI5) engine is a transversely mounted 5-cylinder, ... The compact pent-roof combustion chamber design, the V-shaped ...
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Articles - Wooskills 

Do you speak English? Meals. I will see you after ... You live on Main Street. Single mountains ... This is not the English I learned at school. The countries with an ...
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Vegetables - Wooskills 

5. Do you like potatoes? Write the plural form of each vegetable. If the vegetable has no plural form, write “none”. 1. carrot. 2. tomato. 3. onion. 4. corn. 5. potato.
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Quantifiers - Wooskills 

In context. 3 min. Non-native English speakers often hesitate between 'each' and 'every', because ... There is a difference between 'everyone' and 'every one':.
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Quantifiers - Wooskills 

Are there ______ shops near here? 10. There are not ______ ... I don't know if there is coffee, I ask. b. Can I have some coffee, please? 3. I hear a noise. c.
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Rapid serial visual presentation of motion: Short-term ... - Mark Wexler 

Mar 21, 2011 - of cross-motion interactions, it has provided incomplete answers to a major ... of the subjects was also an author (PI). The other subjects.
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Introducing...the TruTrak EFIS GP 

HANDS ON. HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. ILLUSTRATIONS BY PIERRE KOTZE. 2Â½â€� diameter PVC pipe cut into 1â€� pieces. Squeeze to open clamp. 2Â½â€� PVC.
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Introducing Windows Server 2012 ebook 

consistency for applications, services, management, and experiences when they ... design in-the-box solutions that address customers' real-world business problems. ...... Finance. Contoso Bank. Woodgrove Bank. FIGURE 1-2 Windows Server ..... automate
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Introducing N5430A User-Defined Function 

Yes, we are trying to develop UDF example sharing through â€œfield.cos.agilent.comâ€� as well as customer downloadable site development under UDF homepage.
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